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The legendary hero of Sherwood Forest, Robin Hood, is a figure who has in equal measure attracted and baffled historians for decades. Historian John Paul Davis, while undertaking research on the Knights Templars, has uncovered new evidence on the folk hero that suggests that his ties to that order were much closer than previously supposed.
Robin Hood: The Unknown Templar: Davis, John Paul ...
It also seeks to explore the endurance of the legend in history and aims to provide a window into my research that led to the writing of my first book, Robin Hood: The Unknown Templar. The reasons for the book lie in history. Its primary aim to enlighten and explore. My interest in Robin Hood began as long ago as I can remember, and will undoubtedly continue for as long as memory will serve.
The Unknown Templar: Robin Hood
Robin Hood: The Unknown Templar. The legendary hero of Sherwood Forest, Robin Hood, is a figure who has in equal measure attracted and baffled historians for decades.
Robin Hood: The Unknown Templar by John Paul Davis
Lavishly illustrated throughout, Robin Hood: The Unknown Templar will be of keen interest to anyone who has been even merely charmed by his legend; potentially explosive reading for those with their own theories of who Robin Hood really was. Customers Who Bought This Item Also Bought
Robin Hood: The Unknown Templar by John Paul Davis ...
Robin Hood: The Unknown Templar - John Paul Davis - Google Books. The legendary hero of Sherwood Forest, Robin Hood, is a figure who has in equal measure attracted and baffled historians for...
Robin Hood: The Unknown Templar - John Paul Davis - Google ...
Robin Hood is an outlaw of yeoman status, who is active in both Sherwood Forest in Nottinghamshire and Barnsdale Forest in Yorkshire. He already has the company of his Merry Men, including Little John, Will Scarlock and Much the Millers son, but there is no sign of Friar Tuck or Maid Marian.
The Unknown Templar: The Original Robin Hood
14/09/2009. Robin Hood: The Unknown Templar will be of keen interest to anyone who has been intrigued by the myth and will make fascinating reading for those with their own theories of Robin’s true identity. Click to view full image. Buy the book on Amazon.co.uk Here. Buy the book on Amazon.com Here.
Robin Hood: The Unknown Templar: John Paul Davis ...
Robin Hood, the legendary outlaw of Sherwood Forest, is a figure who has attracted yet baffled historians for hundreds of years. With the first references to him occurring in early ballads and chronicles, it has long been assumed that he and his Merry Men belong squarely in the realm of the folk tale. John Paul Davis, while undertaking research on the Knights Templar, has uncovered persuasive evidence on this popular medieval hero suggesting that he was, in fact, a real
person with close ...
ROBIN HOOD: THE UNKNOWN TEMPLAR
Robin Hood: The Unknown Templar is John Paul Davis’ contribution to the body of work devoted to the question of whether that famed re-distributor of wealth actually existed. As the title indicates, Mr Davis posits the theory that the hero was a member of the powerful order of knights that fell out of favour with Rome, effectively turning many of its members into outlaws.
Was Robin Hood one of the Knights Templar?
Robin Hood waylays two priests, neither of whom claim to have any money. Robin forces them to stay with him and pray for money. When he later finds five hundred pounds he leaves them fifty pound each for praying so hard ...more
The Unknown Templar: Ballads Of Robin Hood
Robin Hood's Birth, Breeding, Valor and Marriage (Child Ballad 149) Robin Hood and Maid Marian (Child Ballad 150) The King's Disguise and Friendship with Robin Hood (Child Ballad 151) Robin Hood and the Golden Arrow (Child Ballad 152) Robin Hood and the Valiant Knight (Child Ballad 153) A True Tale of Robin Hood (Child Ballad 154)
The Unknown Templar: Robin Hood and the Tinker (Child ...
In the ballad of Robin Hood and the Monk, Little John cleverly outsmarts the king with false papers when attempting to free Robin from jail, yet the king on this occasion is unnamed. A king, however, is named in the Gest: but he was not Richard the Lionheart, he was an Edward.
Robin Hood - The Knights Templar Connection: John Paul ...
Robin Hood: The Unknown Templar 1st July 2020 by John-Paul.Davis From the international best-selling author of The Cortés Enigma and The Templar Agenda , comes the true story behind the myth and legend of Robin Hood and his band of Merry Men.
Robin Hood: The Unknown Templar
Lavishly illustrated throughout, Robin Hood: The Unknown Templar will be of keen interest to anyone who has been even merely charmed by his legend; potentially explosive reading for those with their own theories of who Robin Hood really was.
?Robin Hood: The Unknown Templar on Apple Books
Lavishly illustrated throughout, Robin Hood: The Unknown Templar will be of keen interest to anyone who has been even merely charmed by his legend; potentially explosive reading for those with their own theories of who Robin Hood really was.
Amazon.com: Robin Hood: The Unknown Templar eBook: Davis ...
Robin Hood : the unknown Templar. [John Paul Davis] -- Historian Davis had produced a new portrait of Robin Hood with colourful and unique insights into the era in which he lived. Your Web browser is not enabled for JavaScript.
Robin Hood : the unknown Templar (eBook, 2009) [WorldCat.org]
Hello and welcome to The Unknown Templar - the official blog of author John Paul Davis. By visiting this site, you will not only discover more about me as a writer, but also obtain a unique insight into some of the most probing mysteries that history has to offer. What really became of the Knights Templar in 1307? Who was the real Robin Hood?
The Unknown Templar: Welcome
The absence of dates and a name on the grave is problematic in terms of clarifying an exact date of death for Robin Hood, but the omission adds weight to the view that this was a Templar grave, as it was common practice for the Order not to include dates and names so that the importance of the individual would never take precedence over the Order in which they [sic: he] served" (p. 212).
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